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Abstract: We give a new derivation of the fourth-order differential equation satisfied by the co-modified (orthogonal 
polynomials) of any semi-classical family of orthogonal polynomials. 
This procedure generalizes a technique already used in the co-recursive and co-dilated cases. For the classical cases 
we give explicitly the corresponding differential equation in a determinantal form. 
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1. Introduction 
Let a family { pn} (p, =p,(x)) o manic orthogonal polynomials be defined by the recurrence f 
relation (RR) 
Pn+2 = (x - Pn+JPn+l - Yn+lPn, n 2 02 0) 
and the initial conditions 
PO= 1, Pl =x-P03 
,f?, and y, E @ and y, z 0 Vn, y. = 1. 
(2) 
Modifications of the initial conditions (2) and modifications of the recurrence coefficients /3,,, y,, 
(1) in an arbitrary way (keeping the new y, Z 0), generate a new sequence of orthogonal 
polynomials via the new recurrence relation and the Favard theorem [3]. 
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The following modifications are already described in the literature: 
(1) The associated polynomials { p:“‘} [1,10,16,17] defined by 
P% = (x - Pn+k+*X: - Xl+k+Ak)% n 2 0, (3) 
Phk)=L, p;k)Zx-fik, ka 1. (4) 
(2) The co-recursive family obtained by shifting the initial condition ,& by a constant p and 
by giving the co-recursive polynomials pn(x, p) [2,15] defined by 
Pn+2(x, P) = (x - Pn+I)A+l(xI PL) - Yn+IPn(x, PI? n 2 0, (5) 
I&(x, P> = 1, Ax, P) =x -P0 - P. (6) 
(3) The co-diluted family obtained by scaling the coefficient yt, by a factor h ( f 0), and 
defined by [4,5,13,14] 
A+*(& x) = (x - Pn+I)Pn+I(h, x) - Yn+IP?A x>, n a 1, (7) 
PoP, x) = 1, PA x) =x -&I, Pzk x> = (x - P*)PA x) - AY,. (8) 
Both modifications of type 2 and 3 were met in some symmetrization process [lo]. 
In this note, we construct explicitly the fourth-order differential equation satisfied by the 
“co-modified ” of any semi-classical family [9] corresponding to the two-parameters modifications 
of type 2 and type 3, using similar techniques already used (co-recursive case [15], associated case 
[13], co-dilated case [14]). 
2. Fourth-order differential equation 
Let us call p,( A, x, p) = j,, the orthogonal polynomial family corresponding to the co-mod- 
ified situation, explicit solution of the RR 
dn+2=(x-Pn+*)~n+l-Yn+,~n, n31> (9) 
j&=1, Pt=x-PO-P> t?*=(X-M~l-~Y1~ 00) 
where &, y,, n 3 1, are the RR-coefficients of any semi-classical manic family p, orthogonal 
with respect to the linear functional U: 
(u, P,P,> = 0, n f m, 
(w P,‘) + 0. 
(11) 
Theorem 1 (Dzoumba [6], Magnus [8], Maroni [9,11]). The linear functional u satisfies the 
functional equation 
I+!JU + D( @u) = 0 (D is the usuaZ operator D = d/dx) (12) 
if and only if the Stieltjes function of the functional u: S”‘(x) = S: 
(u>k = (u, Xk), 
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verifies a first-order linear (nonhomogeneous) differential equation 
+s’= c,s+D,, 
where +, 4, C,, and D,, polynomials in x, are given by: 
Co= -(+‘++), D,, = - uf&J/ - D( U. B&), 
with 
(j f(x) _ f(x) -f(O) 
0 > x 
(u-f)(x) = 2 x”i 
__ 
h=O \u=h 
(13) 
(14 
‘(x) = i ahxh. 
h=O 
The co-modified p,, are connected to the basic p, by the following relation easily proved by 
recurrence [4,.5]: 
A+, = AP,+1 + [(I - X)(x - PO) - PI P? (15) 
where pi” is the (first) associated of p, +, (cf. (3)). 
The differential equation satisfied by J, + 1 will be obtained from the representation (15) using 
the known differential equation satisfied by p, + I and a new differential relation connecting p,‘,” 
to P~+~ and ~nl+~ generalizing to the semi-classical case a similar relation known in the classical 
case [6,8,9,11,13,14]. 
(1) The second-order differential equation satisfied by p,,+, can be written in terms of the 
sequences ,&, y, and the polynomials C,, D, appearing in the Riccati differential equation 
satisfied by the Stieltjes function for the associated polynomial pAk’ [6,8]. 
+[s’W] = e[,~(~‘]~+ Cks(k)+D,~ k> 1. 06) 
These polynomials are computed recurrently from the relation between two adjacent Stieltjes 
functions: 
sW+U = -Yk+l 
x _ pk+, _ s(k+Q ’ 
ck+, = -ck+ 
2(x-bk)D 
-I,4 
k, 
07) 
(18) 
P,,+~ is now solution of L,+l[p,+,] = 0 with 
L ,,+I = CPD,,, d2/dx2 + [ W(Q,+,> +> + Co&+,] d/‘dx 
with the notation 
(21) 
P-4 
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Table 1 
Data for the classical family 
Jacobi 
ici(x) -(a+p+2)x+p-a 
G(x) x2-l 
co=-(rli+G’) (a+p)x+a-p 
D,= -($‘+$#I”) (Y+p+1 
Laguerre 
X-a-1 
X 
-x+-a 
-1 
Hermite Bessel 
2x -2ax -2 
1 X 
2 
-2x 2(a -1)x +2 
-2 2a-1 
G+,(x), n a 0 ((Y+p+2n+2)x- a+;2;2q:+2 -x+a+2n+2 -2x 
a-l 
2(a + n)x +2,+n 
D 
“+‘,?I>,0 
Yn+l 
Dn+,, na0 
2n+a+p+3 
(n+2)(n+cu+j3+2) 
-1 
_ n-2 
-2 2n +2a +l 
-2n -4 n(n +2a +2)+4a 
In the classical case [12], for which the linear functional u is defined by (12) with $ a 
polynomial of degree < 2 and # of degree 1, the Stieltjes function S(O) = S is given by 
I#&’ = - [(& + 4)s + $$I” + #‘I. (23) 
The values of 4, +, Co and Do are given in Table 1 for the four classical cases. The connection 
between the notations used in [12-14,171 is the following: + = u, 4 = --7 (a monk). 
(2) The differential relation proved in the classical case [13] 
M,+,[P?!,] =~[P~1:~]“+~~~‘+~1[~~ll,]‘-~~+3~[:~~”-~’1[~~’!,1 
= (4’ + W’M,, 
is easily extended to the semi-classical case using the structure relation [6,10] 
@Pi+7 = W,+, - Co)!%+, - R+lPn? 
@[#A]’ = K+, + COM, - R+2P? - DOPn+2, n 2 0. 
M,+2[P2,1 = %+2Po; I%+21 
with 
M n+2 = Wn+2 d2/dx2 + [ J40,,+2> 4 - CoDn+z] d/dx 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
and 
+ [ J+‘(:Co + tCn+,> 4+2> - 0,+20,+1] Id 
N,+2[F; e] = -2FD,,+2 d/dx+ W(F, D,+,)Z,. (27) 
The relation between these operators is: 
M n+2 = Gl+2+xl+2[co~ -1. (28) 
(3) The following steps now give the fourth-order differential equation (Laguerre-Hahn class) 
satisfied by the co-modified p,( A, x, p) of the semi-classical p,. 
In order to simplify the notation, let us rewrite (15) in the following form [5,14]: 
Pn+2 = XPn+z - EPLL (29) 
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with E = E(x) = (X - 1)(x - &) + p, and let us define a new operator Rn+2: 
&+,[WI = E3%+2[fl > 
R n+2 = E2Mn,2 + EE’N,,, [G; .] + E’D,+2(2E’+ + EC&, 
in such a way that the change of variables in (26) gives 
R,+,[Epd?,] =E3N,+2[% pn+21. 
The action of the operator Rn+2 generates the first relation 
Rn+2 [A+21 = A,pn+z + 41p;+2, 
where the polynomials A, and B, are: 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
A, = xE2W[C0, &+,I + hEE’W[+, &,I - E3J++4.,, Qz,,] 
+XE’D,+,(2E’+ + EC,,), (33) 
B, = -2D,,+*E(XEC,, f XE’+ - E*D,) = i&D,,+,, (34) 
with 
&= -2E[X(EC,+E’+)-E2Do]. (35) 
Repeating two times the process we can write: 
@L+2[pn+21)‘=4pn+2+B1~~+2~ (36) 
Dn+2+{+(Rn+2[~n+2])‘}‘=Az~n+2+B2~:+2, (37) 
where the polynomials A,, B,, A,, B, are deduced from A, and B,, eliminating pL’+ 2 from the 
differential equation Ln+2[ P~+~] = 0 (cf. 20). Explicitly: 
A,=~AI,-~~[W(~C,+~-~CO, Dn+2)4%+2%+1], 
4 = +@‘,‘+A,) + &W(+> Dn,,) - GQ,+2, 
(38) 
A2 = G&+2 A; - B, [ J+‘(tcn+, - :‘G Q7+2) - 0,+20,+1] 3 
B, = +Dn+,(A, + B;) + B, [J+‘(h &+2> - W4+21. 
The 3 by 3 determinantal equation 
4 Bll Rn+2 [A+21 
4 4 d4Rn+*[A+21)’ = 0 
A2 B2 o,,,~{~(R,+,[~~+*l)‘j’ 
now gives the expected fourth-order differential equation for p,,+*. 
(39) 
(40) 
3. Applications 
Classical situation 
The very peculiar situation corresponding to the classical case (C, linear and D, constant, 
k 2 0, see Table 1) simplifies considerably the previous developments. After simplification by 
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D n+2 the operators reduce to [7,13,14] 
L n+, = C#I d=/dx= - (n + ~)I+!J d/dx(:n+” - $‘)Id, 
M n+2 = + d2/dx2 + (29’ + #) d/dx - (n + 3)(&z+” - I,!+~, 
N,,+z [ Q,, .] = (4’ + 244 d/dx, 
R ,,+= = GE= d=,‘dx= + E [ E(2+’ + #) - 2E’+] d/dx 
+(2(E’)=+-EE’(2+‘+$)-(n+3)($9”-$’)E2]ld. (41) 
With the values of 4 and + for the classical orthogonal polynomials given in Table 1, the other 
entries in the determinantal differential equation (40) are: 
A,=X{E=(c$‘+~‘)+E’[2E’cj-E(2+‘+$)]}, 
B,=2X[E=(c$+#) - E’E+] - E3(+“+2$‘), 
A, = +A; - A,+2Bo, 
B,=+(A,+B,‘)+$B,, with A,,+*= -(n+2)(5(n+l)+“-#‘), 
A, = 64,’ - L+24, 
B,=+(A,+B;)+%, 
[aL+2 [A+21)‘1’MB0-43Bd + (R.+2[Pn+2lK4oB2 -A,&) 
-R.+2[Pn+2]{J+‘(A, B,)+A:+B,[~A;,+h,+,(A,+B,‘)]} =O, na -1. 
The “scalar” version of the determinantal equation (40) is relatively difficult to write, except in 
the Her-mite case which permits us to check, positively, with the Hermite co-recursive case [15] 
(A = 1) and the Hermite co-dilated case [14] (p = 0). 
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